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Key points

1. A central question of Georgian membership in NATO must be whether the alliance can reasonably expect to defend it through conventional means. A number of factors—including Georgia’s precarious geographic position, its small size, and the presence of Russian forces on its territory—argue that it cannot.

2. Even without additional reinforcements, Russia’s Southern Military District enjoys significant advantages over Georgia in armored vehicles and artillery. It also would have overwhelming dominance in the air. Georgia has almost no air force to speak of and only limited air defenses.

3. Realistic assessments of Georgia’s defensibility must take into consideration Turkey’s increasingly independent foreign policy and mercurial relationship with NATO. Turkey would be essential to Georgia’s reinforcement by land and also could dictate naval access to Georgia via its control of the Bosporus and the Dardanelles.

4. Despite the significant risk the United States would take on by extending its nuclear umbrella to protect Georgia, there are no clear and overwhelming strategic advantages its addition to NATO would offer.

Georgian membership in NATO remains an open question. The issue received renewed focus early in 2021, during Antony Blinken’s confirmation hearing for secretary of state. In response to a question from Sen. Rand Paul on future enlargement of NATO, Blinken stated, “If a country like Georgia is able to meet the requirements of membership, and if it can contribute to our collective security, yes, the door should remain open.”

Blinken’s two criteria—meeting NATO membership requirements and contributing to collective security—are an important baseline for weighing Georgia’s candidacy. But as the alliance’s most important member and ultimate guarantor through its nuclear arsenal, the United States must expand its scope in assessing whether to continue support for Georgia’s accession goal. First, the United States must ask if there is a reasonable prospect of defending the country exclusively through conventional means. If the answer is yes, the threshold for what Georgia would contribute to U.S. security is arguably lower.

But if there is not a reasonable prospect of a conventional defense, the only alternative for NATO in protecting Georgia is reliance on nuclear threats and even, conceivably, nuclear use in the event of Russian invasion. Under those circumstances, the bar for Georgia’s importance is much higher. This leads to a second essential question: Is there anything Georgia offers U.S. security or interests that warrants the extension of its nuclear umbrella and the attendant risks? Answering these questions necessitates a clear understanding of the military requirements protecting Georgia entails and the nature of its overall threat environment.

Soviet legacies: Abkhazia and South Ossetia

Much about Georgia’s current security situation is rooted in the circumstances that obtained after the fall of the Soviet Union. Georgia emerged as an independent state, but one without full sovereignty over its territory. Three provinces—Abkhazia, Adjara, and South Ossetia—resisted central control by Tbilisi. All had been autonomous regions within the USSR (similar to Chechnya in Russia itself).

Each had its own regional capital and exercised de facto sovereignty over large portions of its territory. Adjara, in the southwest on the Turkish border, was eventually brought to heel in 2004. The combination of protests within the province against local autocrat Aslan Abashidze and military threats from Tbilisi forced Abashidze’s departure and led to Adjara’s loose incorporation into the broader Georgian state.

Abkhazia and South Ossetia, in the north abutting Russia, proved more difficult. Unlike Adjara, the Georgian government had initially tried to placate the northern separatists by force. The ensuing wars in the early 1990s were ugly stalemates and led to the deployment of Russian peacekeepers in both territories. Abkhazia and South Ossetia have functioned as independent quasi-states since, with essential military and financial backing from Moscow.
This is a point worth dwelling on. Both regions have now lived outside Tbilisi’s control for nearly three decades. This is not to defend their current status or Russia’s role in fostering it. But it is to emphasize that even if Georgia were somehow to establish control over these territories, integration would be neither swift nor easy. Abkhazia and South Ossetia are dominated by eponymous ethnic groups who are distinct from Georgians. Intercommunal violence has characterized their conflicts with the central government.

Russia bases military forces not only on Georgian territory (in the separatist republics of Abkhazia and South Ossetia), but also to Georgia’s immediate south in Armenia.

Tbilisi’s inability to exert sovereignty over Abkhazia and South Ossetia might not, in itself, keep Georgia from joining NATO. The alliance’s 1995 Enlargement Study urges aspirant states to commit to resolve any territorial conflicts peacefully, but also notes that there is no hard and fast criteria that must be met; final decisions on new members are ultimately at the alliance’s discretion. Former NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen has suggested that Georgia could join with sovereignty only over part of its lands, drawing an analogy to the admission of West Germany in 1955 despite it not having control over East German territory.

But Abkhazia and South Ossetia do factor prominently into questions about Georgia’s overall defensibility. In 2008, Georgia tried to force the question of their status, launching an offensive against the South Ossetian capital, Tskhinvali. The ensuing five-day conflict, popularly known as the August War, was brief but brutal. The clear loser was Georgia, with consequences for its security situation that remain relevant to this day.

The lasting impact of the August War

The August War had four main impacts. First, Georgia lost precious military equipment, not only during the actual conflict but to looting in occupied territory after the fact. Russia confiscated or destroyed thousands of small arms, 20 infantry fighting vehicles, and 65 main battle tanks (MBTs)—a figure equivalent to slightly more than half Georgia’s current inventory of MBTs. In addition, most of Georgia’s naval capacity was destroyed when Russia occupied Poti, Georgia’s primary naval
base.9 Georgian defense budgets—which had soared in the years leading up to the offensive—would drop back to roughly 2 percent of GNP annually, an impressive number for a small country but insufficient to adequately replace the extensive equipment losses of 2008.10

Second, the war tarnished Georgia’s international image. For most of the 1990s and 2000s, Tbilisi had been something of a Western darling. This was aided initially by the presidency of Eduard Shevardnadze, the former Soviet foreign minister and an essential partner to Mikhail Gorbachev. Despite not governing as a true democrat, Shevardnadze’s personal cache in Western capitals translated into widespread support for Georgia, in terms of both diplomatic favor and financial and military assistance. Even when he was deposed in the 2003 Rose Revolution, the optic of a bloodless, popular uprising was a boon to Georgia’s image and that of its new leader, Mikheil Saakashvili. But the August War altered the perception of Saakashvili dramatically, from one of bold reformer to impetuous gambler.11

Third, the conflict allowed the regional governments in Abkhazia and South Ossetia to extend dominion across their territories. (Although Abkhazia was not attacked directly by Georgian forces, Russia used it to open a second front and launch its own strike down the coast to Poti.) Up until that point, portions of the two provinces had been disputed; Georgia’s ill-fated offensive created the opportunity for local militias—with Russian backing—to expand control to their republics’ borders, in some cases expelling ethnic Georgians to do so. A subsequent investigation by the European Union confirmed that South Ossetian militias engaged in ethnic cleansing with the apparent acquiescence of Russian forces.12

Launching the Serdyukov reforms

The final consequence of the August War is perhaps the most significant of all: It sparked important reforms in the Russian military that have fundamentally improved its operational effectiveness and overall quality. Unambiguously, Russia won the short conflict. But its performance was lumbering and awkward; it triumphed via sheer bulk and brute force, not through any demonstration of operational skill.13

Communication systems were incompatible across different units or simply did not work. Battlefield sensors for targeting over-the-horizon strikes were nonexistent. Worst of all, the Russian military’s constituent services largely conducted their own separate campaigns without any concept of the “jointness” the U.S. military swears by.14 There is perhaps no more telling fact than Russian air defenses shot down at least as many Russian planes as Georgia did.15

The Russian military’s poor showing did not initiate calls for reforms so much as validate existing concerns and plans. Russia had been trying to transition away from a conscript force to a professional military since the 1990s with only sporadic progress. Other initiatives, such as consolidating redundant command structures and promoting greater coordination among the services were also unfulfilled priorities for some time.16 The 2008 conflict provided the impetus to press ahead with these changes against internal resistance within the armed forces.17 Known as “the Serdyukov reforms” (after the defense minister at the time), they were accompanied by sustained investments in updated platforms and systems.18

The overall result has been a leaner, nimbler military with higher levels of professionalism, modernized equipment, and better integration of cross-service operations. In short, Georgia now faces a far more effective Russian force than that which won awkwardly—yet triumphed nonetheless—in 2008.

The current military situation

The August War took a bad strategic position for Georgia and made it even worse. But even without that conflict, Georgia faced several inherent challenges. These include its small size, its geographic isolation, and the extreme imbalance between its military capabilities and those of Russia. These are largely fixed, unalterable variables. In looking at legitimate options for Georgia’s conventional defense, the prospects are inauspicious.

The absence of strategic depth
One of Georgia’s two fundamental weaknesses is a lack of strategic depth. It simply is not a large country. The distance between its southern and northern frontiers barely reaches 120 miles at any one point, at least in the territory currently controlled by Tbilisi.

The presence of Russian forces in the separatist republics further compromises this vulnerability. Russia has two main installations in each separatist republic, the 7th Military Base at Gudauta, Abkhazia, and the 4th Guards Base at Tskhinvali, South Ossetia. The latter site is a mere 60 miles from Tbilisi. (For comparison purposes, Philadelphia and New York City are about 80 miles apart.) Added to this, Russia also stations forces to Georgia’s immediate south in Armenia: at the 102nd Military Base in Gyumri and at the 3624th Aviation Base, just outside Yerevan.

Russia’s military presence on Georgian territory also solidifies its hold over the Gantiadi-Adler crossing in Abkhazia and the Roki Tunnel in South Ossetia. These are two of only a handful of main transit points across the Greater Caucasus Mountains, the Roki Tunnel being particularly important as the conduit for the Transcaucasian Highway through the range. These crossing points connect Russian forces in occupied Georgian territory with their counterparts to the north and would be the prime channels for additional reinforcements.

**Comparison of select ground force equipment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Russia’s Southern Military District</th>
<th>Georgia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main battle tank</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armored personnel carrier / Infantry fighting vehicle</td>
<td>2,135</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-propelled artillery</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The balance of military forces in the Caucasus does not favor Georgia, with the Southern Military District also able to call on additional reinforcements from elsewhere in Russia if needed.

**An overwhelming imbalance of forces**

Numerically, there simply is no comparison between Georgia and Russia’s total forces. The latter has a standing military of 900,000 personnel, giving it a staggering 44-to-1 advantage over Georgia, which fields an army of only 20,650. Of course, this is a crude measure. Russia’s bulk advantage in numbers would never exclusively be focused on Georgia alone; it has eleven time zones to defend and far greater strategic challenges to worry about from NATO to its west and China in the east.

But even if one confines the analysis to local forces, the picture is bleak. Russia deploys its armed forces across five geographic commands that cover the entire country and certain immediate regions outside its borders. For Georgia, the relevant command is the Southern Military District, which has operational control over forces in Russia’s northern Caucasus region, as well as those deployed abroad in Abkhazia, Armenia, Crimea, and South Ossetia.

Just looking at the Southern Military District—without considering additional reinforcements from elsewhere in Russia—Moscow’s forces would enjoy almost a 3-to-1 advantage in armor, an 8-to-1 advantage in armored personnel carriers and infantry fighting vehicles, and a 5-to-1 advantage in self-propelled artillery. Across its three bases in Abkhazia, Armenia, and
South Ossetia alone, Russia has the same number of tanks as Georgia does in its total force. Beyond this, Russia has advanced capabilities that Georgia simply does not, such as theater ballistic missiles. To cite the most pertinent example, Russia deploys three brigades of its most advanced theater missile system, the Iskander, in the Southern Military District.

**Russia would dominate at sea and in the air**

Russia could also control the seas, moving at will along the Black Sea coast. Georgia never replaced its naval losses from the August War, disbanding its navy completely two months after the conflict. Just as damning, Georgia has an extremely limited ability to contest its own airspace. It effectively has no air force. On paper, it has nine Su-25 aircraft but these are designed for close air support—roughly analogous to the U.S. A-10—not for air supremacy. Worse still, only three are believed to be operational. They might have some minor value in an anti-armor role but would be useless in counteracting Russia’s own aircraft. In contrast, Russia can project significant airpower over Georgian airspace, basing multiple squadrons throughout the Southern Military District, including 18 MiG-29 fighters at its airbase outside Yerevan.

The situation only improves slightly when it comes to air defenses. Georgia has no area-wide air defense system (such as the U.S. Patriot or Russian S-400). It does operate the SA-11 Gadfly medium-range air defense system, which may have been responsible for one of Georgia’s two confirmed air kills in 2008. But the SA-11 is known to be susceptible to jamming and is a dated system, which Russia itself has replaced with an updated iteration, the SA-17. Beyond the Gadfly, Georgia’s active defenses remain limited to a hodgepodge of French, Israeli, Polish, and Ukrainian short-range and man-portable systems.

Perhaps more importantly, Georgian air defenses are compromised by the inherent vulnerability of their sensors. During the August War, Russia used anti-radiation missiles to destroy three Georgian radar sites (with a fourth site demolished by Russian airborne forces when Poti was sacked). The missile strikes resulted in Georgia switching off additional radars to protect them from attack, leaving its nationwide network largely blinded. There is no reason to believe this same weakness would not obtain in any future conflict.

**Georgia’s advantage: The Greater and Lesser Caucasus**

Georgia has one simple advantage: terrain. The country is bracketed by the Greater Caucasus Mountains (in the north) and the Lesser Caucasus Mountains (in the south). Together they form impressive physical barriers to outside invaders. Russia, of course, partially circumvents this by basing forces south of the Greater Caucasus on Georgian territory itself. But, as noted, there are limited crossing points of the Greater Caucasus, which can reach altitudes over 18,000 feet. Those access routes—such as the Roki Tunnel—form potential chokepoints that could be used—in theory—to slow or halt the flow of reinforcements during wartime.

Georgia’s interior is also crossed by a number of minor ranges, including the Likhi Ridge, which links the Greater and Lesser Caucasus, dividing the country into east and west. In the event of occupation, this terrain would be fertile ground for guerilla warfare.

But there are also limits to how much its natural topography can aid Georgia. Despite the preponderance of mountainous terrain, Georgia does feature significant areas of flatlands in the east and west. The most notable of these is the Kolkhida Lowland, a coastal plain that abuts the Black Sea and renders most of the western portion of Georgia open territory. This would facilitate the ability of Russian forces driving south from Abkhazia to cut off Tbilisi and other inner Georgian cities from the sea. The inaccessibility of the Greater and Lesser Caucasus would then work against Georgia, limiting its outside contact once its sea access was lost.

And as formidable as the Greater Caucasus might be, it does not negate Russia’s advantages in the air or at sea. Even if it were denied ground access south, Russia could still conduct strikes at will from ships in the Black Sea or air and missile forces based on its own territory to the north. Expanding its air forces in Armenia would be a third option. There ultimately is no escaping the extreme advantage Russia has in terms of its proximity to Georgia and its ability to operate freely in the commons around much of that small country.
Could NATO defend Georgia conventionally?

Almost certainly, the alliance would need to station ground forces on Georgian territory to mount a credible conventional defense. Ideally, it would also want to balance out Russian dominance in the air by basing both its own aircraft and advanced air defense systems, such as Patriot, in the country. But such deployments would still be at the mercy of Georgia’s extremely limited strategic depth and the incredibly short distance between Russian forces and those defending against them.

There are multiple reasons that NATO has limited itself in permanently basing forces in the Baltic states and, to a lesser extent, Poland. Part of this has to do with sensitivity to Russian concerns regarding encroachment. But there also is the fundamental fact that basing high-value platforms—particularly tactical air assets—so close to Russia exposes them to no-warning, surprise attack by missile and air strikes or even ground forces. Yet in the Georgian case, there would be almost no alternative but to station key fighting capabilities where they would be vulnerable to precisely such point-blank attacks. Secure airfields would be at a premium for NATO, particularly if Turkey is not a reliable option for additional basing.

Geographic dependence on Turkey

This point highlights Georgia’s second fundamental weakness: complete geographic dependence on Turkey. If Ankara were an unquestioningly steadfast partner, defending Georgia becomes much more plausible, if still far from a certainty. For example, NATO air assets could be based in northeast Anatolia outside the range of Russian missile and artillery systems. Fewer ground forces could be based in Georgia itself, if reserves were ready in Turkey to flow across mutual transit points in the Lesser Caucasus. Batumi—Georgia’s second-largest city and main Black Sea port—becomes far more defensible, just ten miles from the Turkish border. Resupply becomes overall less challenging with Ankara’s dependable support.

But Turkey simply is not reliable, either as a U.S. ally or a NATO member. In fact, more than a few commentators have opined that the alliance should consider suspending or expelling Turkey in recent years, despite the absence of a formal mechanism in the Washington Treaty for doing so.

Under Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey is sometimes said to have taken “a turn” toward Moscow or even Beijing. The reality is more nuanced. Writing recently for Foreign Affairs, Asli Aydintasbas argues that Turkey instead has asserted its role as an independent middle power since the Cold War’s end. Its actions under Erdogan are not symptomatic of realignment against the West so much as evidence of a kind of nonalignment, an assertion of its own separate path. From a functional perspective, though, the impact on Turkey’s relationship with NATO is nonetheless the same: It cannot be counted on.

The Montreux Convention and Black Sea access

Turkey also controls access to the Black Sea via the Bosphorus and Dardanelle Straits. Transit through the Straits is governed by the 1936 Montreux Convention, which places strict constraints on the quantity and types of military vessels that can enter the Black Sea. States not resident to the sea’s littoral are limited in terms of warship displacement to no more than 30,000 aggregate tons at any one time. Moreover, while there is robust debate over the Convention’s specific language on the subject, in practice it has been interpreted by Turkey to ban passage through the Straits by all aircraft carriers and submarines from non-littoral states.

This is an aspect that’s often overlooked in discussion of U.S. contingency options in the Black Sea. Aircraft carriers—either by size or type—are prohibited from entering that body of water as are other important strikes options, like the U.S. Navy’s Tomahawk-laden Ohio-class nuclear guided-missile submarines (SSGNs). Navy/Marine Corps amphibious assault ships are also disqualified, displacing over 40,000 tons.

The most the U.S. could muster in the Black Sea might be perhaps three Arleigh Burke-class destroyers, each of which displace between 8,200 and 9,700 tons depending on specific type. Three destroyers are far from insignificant, but they hardly replicate the ability of a full carrier group to conduct sustained and repeated strikes, nor would they be nearly enough to halt a determined Russian advance on their own. And in the close confines of the Black Sea, U.S. destroyers could find themselves operating from primarily a defensive stance, given Russian air and missile capabilities in the region.
The Black Sea region and its waterway access via the Turkish Straits

The Montreux Convention, which governs access to the Turkish Straits, limits the size and quantity of military vessels that can enter the Black Sea. This would constrain U.S. and NATO efforts to deploy sizeable naval forces to support Georgia in the event of aggression by Russia.

Of course, U.S. and other NATO naval forces could attempt to launch missile strikes or carrier aircraft from the Mediterranean. But here, too, Turkey’s permission would be essential for overflight of its territory. Under any scenario, allied navies attempting to support Georgia in a war with Russia would be subject to Ankara’s caprice.

A Romanian option?

NATO’s other options for externally supporting operations in Georgian territory are tenuous. There simply is no other contiguous alliance territory or even member states in the immediate vicinity.

Bulgaria and Romania, 650 miles away across the Black Sea, would be the next-best option, but hardly a desirable one. The U.S. Air Force recently announced plans to invest $152 million in upgrading Romania’s 71st Air Base at Campia Turzii to buttress its regional presence. But Campia Turzii is located in northwest Romania, some 1,100 miles from Tbilisi (i.e., more than 2,000 miles roundtrip).

Most aircraft in the U.S. and NATO inventory would need to refuel on combat flights from Campia Turzii to Georgia and also would have to circumvent the increasingly potent air defenses Russia has installed in Crimea since its illegal seizure of the peninsula in 2014. It is difficult to see how air operations out of Romania on their own could reliably support sustained NATO ground operations during a Georgian conflict.
Does Georgia warrant a U.S. nuclear guarantee?

This returns to an inescapable fact: without Turkish support, Georgia’s defensive position, at least from the perspective of conventional options, would be extraordinarily challenging, if not hopeless. The question asked at the beginning of this paper thus remains: Should the U.S. extend its nuclear umbrella to Georgia? There would appear to be no grounds for arguing yes. Looked at dispassionately, there is nothing Georgia offers from the standpoint of U.S. interests that would warrant the risks of a formal commitment to defend the country.

Georgia is important as a conduit for energy out of the Caspian Basin, hosting two main oil pipelines, one to the Black Sea and a second continuing through Turkey to the Mediterranean. It also is the transit corridor for a major gas line from the Caspian that serves as one leg of an export route to the European Union, known as the Southern Corridor. But none of these is even remotely important to U.S. supply needs.

An argument could conceivably be made that Georgia’s territory itself might be a strategic asset. In 2011, for example, a group of U.S. senators proposed basing a powerful AN/TYP-2 X-band radar in Georgia when Turkey initially balked at hosting the system. Although Ankara eventually relented on the issue, Erdogan has repeatedly threatened to shut down the radar site, leading to ongoing questions about alternate locations. Situated in the Georgian mountains, an X-band radar would afford good coverage of Iran for cuing NATO missile defenses.

But doubtless the deployment of such a powerful sensor on Russia’s southern border would trip concerns in Moscow—much as the deployment of an AN/TYP-2 in South Korea angered China in 2016, even as that radar was focused on North Korea. This example points out a fundamental conundrum: Anything the United States or NATO could base on Georgian territory—including the forces necessary to defend the tiny country—are likely to be viewed as a threat by Russia and perhaps prompt the very attack alliance membership is designed to prevent.

Outside of those considerations, it is difficult to make a sound argument for Georgia’s strategic value. Sadly, even the moral aspect of fraternity with another democracy does not enter the equation. Georgia never fulfilled the promise of the Rose Revolution and has failed to move beyond its status as a “transitional regime” from the standpoint of democratization. Events earlier this year—including the arrest of opposition leader Nika Melia by a SWAT team storming his party offices—suggest that Georgia is not moving in the right direction.

The United States’ interests, not Russia’s veto

Advocates of Georgian membership in NATO argue that Moscow should not be given a veto over the matter. This is a fair point. Georgia is a sovereign state that should be able to make decisions about how to conduct its foreign and defense policies. But so, too, is the United States. It is not compelled to take on a commitment that would present a formidable conventional defensive challenge or that would necessitate a questionable extension of its nuclear umbrella. Certainly, it is not required to do these things for a country which does not constitute a core U.S. interest.

Another line of argument holds that the United States and NATO already run nuclear risks in the Baltic states, where conventional defense is a similarly dubious proposition. This is another point worth considering. But the simple fact is Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were admitted into the alliance 17 years ago under different strategic circumstances, at a time of Russian military and political weakness. The ensuing nuclear risk that developed on NATO’s northeastern flank should feed the robust debate on the costs and benefits of that round of enlargement, not serve as an example for wantonly creating a similar danger on the alliance’s southeastern flank.

If Georgia was truly vital to U.S. security—as, for example, West Germany was during the Cold War—it might accept the significant risks involved in defending it, to include a nuclear guarantee. But Georgia simply does not meet that criterion. This will no doubt be an unsatisfactory answer for tiny Georgia seeking security against powerful Russia. But it is one with which it and the United States should reckon. Prolonging the fiction of eventual Georgian membership in the alliance serves neither party’s interest.
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